To: All students who have applied for a doctoral degree

Request regarding Submission of Internet Publication of Doctoral Thesis Confirmation Form

The Degree Regulations (Ordinance of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture No. 9 of April 1, 1953) provide that students who are granted a doctoral degree must have their doctoral theses published via the internet in order to facilitate open access to and digitization of education and research achievements in graduate schools.

However, internet publication of a summary of a student's doctoral thesis, instead of the full text, will be accepted if the student's university regards it as unavoidable; please note that, even if this is the case, the student's doctoral thesis in full text format will be subject to viewing by the public upon request.

With regard to internet publication of the full text of your doctoral thesis after the degree is awarded, we ask you to check one [ ] from options [Full-text publication], [Withhold full-text publication] and [Summary publication] (in the case where full-text internet publication is impossible) in Attachment 6, "Internet Publication of Doctoral Thesis Confirmation Form", and submit the completed form along with your application for a doctoral degree.

< Important Notes >

1) If the Graduate School responsible for your thesis review regards the reasons for withholding your thesis from internet publication as unavoidable, a summary of your doctoral thesis, instead of the full text, will be published via the NAGOYA Repository (Nagoya University Academic Repository). In the case of restricted internet publication due to book or academic journal publication of your thesis, the full text of your thesis will be published after the restriction period has lapsed.

2) Even if the full text of your doctoral thesis will not be published on the internet, whether at all or for a certain period of time, your thesis will be subject to viewing by the public. Nagoya University will provide viewing of doctoral theses in electronic format through the counter services of the University Library (Central Library on the Higashiyama Campus). Viewing of doctoral theses will be also provided at the National Diet Library.

3) If copyright-related procedures are required for internet publication due to book or academic journal publication of a thesis, the author will be responsible for managing the appropriate procedures.
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